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Abstract
Introduction. Team games, which have been studied by researchers for several years, include both individual and cooperative
actions. Although cooperation is the essence of team sports, there is still a dearth of research that has thoroughly explored the
process of player cooperation. The aims of the current study are to identify the models of player cooperation in creating point
situations depending on the position of the setter and evaluate the efficiency of this cooperation. The process of cooperation
was analysed by means of praxeological models reproducing the game, considering the efficiency of the attack and the surprise
effect on the opponent’s block. Material and methods. A novel research method was used in this study, which is the qualitative study of unique cases. The material analysed was the observation sheets from matches played by the four best teams of the
top Polish volleyball league in the 2013/14 season. Results. The observations yielded a large amount of data, which enabled us
to identify models of cooperation in creating point situations depending on the position of the setter during the game. We also
evaluated the reliability of the attack and the effectiveness of surprising the opponent’s block. Conclusions. Each of the teams
had a specific model mapping cooperation in creating point situations depending on the position of the setter on the court.
Teams achieve different levels of attack reliability as well as of the surprise effect on the opponent’s block in these interactions.
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Introduction
Team games have been some of the most popular sports
in the world for many years. The variability of actions, surprising developments, and unique solutions to the situations during matches contribute to the fact that team games are eagerly
watched and practised by many people in the world. Contemporary team games are characterised by dynamic actions taken by
the players on the court in relation to the current situation [1].
Team sports games can be regarded as regulators of the interests of the players, who, using the co-conscious and co-intuitive
abilities of acting and interacting in the offence as well as counteracting in the defence, compete according to the rules in order
to achieve uncertain individual, common, and opposing goals
[2]. The essence of team games is cooperation. The players’ individual activities are limited in favour of cooperative ones, which
are completely dependent on the partners. Volleyball is the only
game where activities which are relatively dependent on partners – that is those where the presence of partners is not necessary to perform a given action – are practically non-existent
(the only such action is the serve). For this reason, the successful implementation of the cooperation process determines the
level of effectiveness in this sport discipline. Cooperative teams
can achieve goals that individual players would not be able to
accomplish. There are few studies that have attempted to look
at team games in a holistic way, in the context of cooperation.
The contemporary literature presents many issues regarding the

effectiveness of actions in the game [3, 4, 5, 6]; however, these
papers focus on individual activities, not taking into account the
context of interaction between players.
Volleyball is a discipline in which cooperation plays the
most important role. Each action performed in the game is related to the previous one, which is why discipline experts often consider volleyball the most collaborative among all team
games. Team sports have different game phases. Panfil [2] has
distinguished three phases of the game in the offence, that is
game positioning, creating point situations, and point scoring,
and three phases in the defence, namely counteracting game
positioning, counteracting creating point situations, and preventing scoring. The phase of creating point situations in the
offence includes all actions relatively and absolutely dependent on the partners which make it possible to potentially score
points. During point situations, the setter plays a very important role. Afonso et al. [7] considered this player to be the leader
of the attack phase; after analysing the situation on the court,
the setter makes correct decisions so as to surprise the opponent and enable the team to get a point. The scoring phase is
related to the indicator of attack reliability. High attack reliability – understood as the quotient of all effective actions and
the sum of all actions taken by the players – depends on the way
the ball is set as well as on the surprise effect on the opponent.
The place where the ball is set by the setter determines the level
of the effectiveness of the team’s various ways of interacting.
Therefore, an attempt was made in the current study to identify
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